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EDITORIAL

RICHARD

G. ELLSWORTH,

PHD

Editor, AMCAP Journal

T

his is the "25th Anniversary" volume of the AMCAP

There have been many inquiries about the disposition of

Journal. It not only celebrates AMCAP's "Silver

manuscripts previously submitted to the AMCAP Journal.

Anniversary:' it is the first volume of the new century and is

Well, as is the case with most such transitions, part of the

the first volume published under a new editorial staff.

legacy passed on to the new editorial staff included a box of

I am honored to have been appointed the tenth Editor of

papers - and I have attempted to contact the authors of the

the AMCAP Journal. The previous Editors deserve deepest

several manuscripts found in this box. To those authors who

thanks for their devotion and many contributions to the

have been contacted, thank you for your gracious responses.

Journal's quality and stature. Our work stands on the founda-

However, there may very well have been manuscripts submit-

tions they built. These honored former Editors are:

ted which never found their way into this box. Consequently,

Don Lankford, MSW (1975)

to authors of previously submitted manuscripts: if you have not been
contacted, please send your manuscripts again. And, to potential

Reed Payne, PhD & Don Lankford, MSW (1976-77)

authors: please do not hesitate to contact me (c/o Chapman

Robert F. Stahmann, PhD (1978)

University, 40015 Sierra Hwy, Palmdale CA 93550, email

Henry L. Isaksen, PhD (1979-81)

rellswor@chapman.edu, fax 661/267-6259).

Allen E. Bergin, PhD (guest editor, 1980, vol. 6, no. 4)
Burton C. Kelly, PhD (1982-1987)

PLANS FOR THE AMCAP JOURNAL

Paul F. Cook, PhD (1988-1991)

P. Scott Richards, PhD (1992-1995)
Aaron P. Jackson, PhD (1996-2000)

I originally joined AMCAP at the recommendation of its
president, Dr. Carlfred Broderick!, who taught me these basic
principles of the profession: be kind, be fair, be truthful, be

I especially appreciate the gracious advice and significant

scientifically accurate - and do it "with an eye single to the

assistance they have offered during this transition.

glory of God" [D&C 4:5]. These principles have been a sure

The most recent issue of the AMCAP Journal appeared in

guide for over two decades in my practice of psychotherapy,

1998 (volume 23), under the editorship of Professor Aaron

university teaching, and hospital program administration.

Jackson of Brigham Young University. Dr. Jackson and Dr.

And they will also serve well as guides for editing the

Lane Fischer, AMCAP's president, have edited a monograph

AMCAP Journal.

containing papers and presentations from selected AMCAP

I plan to continue to follow the established editorial model

sessions. This monograph represents volume 24 of the

(anonymous peer review), but I view the role of editor as one

AMCAP Journal. Thus, this "25th Anniversary Edition" is volume 25 of the AMCAPJournal. Very appropriately, it has been

sional articles. Every effort will be made to select experienced

of helping authors to craft manuscripts into publishable profes-

designated as dated in the year 2000, so as to both represent

professional reviewers appropriate to the individual submis-

and reflect AMCAP's actual 25th Anniversary year.

sions. The goal is to provide encouraging editorial feedback
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that is both constructive and instructive. To AMCAP

topic being studied. Manuscripts may report basic or applied

Convention presenters and other potential authors: please

research following an established theoretical foundation or

know that after review by several knowledgeable professionals,

may be based on new ideas; manuscripts may reinterpret pre-

the editorial staff will work with you to polish your manu-

viously reported research, be position (opinion) papers, or

scripts into worthy articles.

report specific clinical cases or techniques.

Special effort is being made to identify scholars and clini-

Each issue will include a section devoted to articles from

cians in areas not currently represented on the editorial staff

the AMCAP Conventions; indeed (as in previous years), it is

and to recruit them as authors and reviewers. Persons inter-

anticipated that Convention presentations will form the core

ested in reviewing manuscripts are invited to contact me by

of Journal articles.

maiL fax or e-mail.

In addition to reviews of current books and media, the

Journal will publish re-reviews of classic books, media, and

Manuscripts are sought from scholars and clinicians
working in diverse disciplines using diverse methodologies,

articles - and will review non-current works that may have

including scholarly papers using qualitative techniques (e.g.,

been overlooked. Reviewers interested in contributing to this

observation, case studies, ethnomethodology, comparative!

series are invited to mail or email suggestions to the Editor or

historical) as well as quantitative techniques (survey, evalua-

Associate Editor.

tion, experimentation). The journal is especially interested in

The Editor alone does not make a journal. Ultimately, of

publishing Clinical Reports detailing specific techniques

course, the researchers, reviewers and authors determine the

integrating a spiritual focus in psychological treatment.

quality of a journal. But certainly the Editor cannot do all

Readers may be curious about standards for a good manu-

the review and editing alone. Indeed, in order to produce

script. Specifically, the AMCAP Journal seeks:

this issue, rhe extra tasks of reviving the long-dormant
review process and reestablishing technical publication

(1) articles that contribute to the scientific literature in

details have proven near-overwhelming. In these difficult

the field of spiritually related counseling, via research or

challenges and throughout the entire process, I have been

clinical report;

most fortunate to have the exceptionally able assistance of

(2) articles which uplift and encourage therapists or

Carrie M. Wrigley LCSW, a member of the AMCAP

patients.

Governing Board, who accepted the appointment as
Associate Editor. Her cheerful encouraging contributions

The manuscript may be theoreticaL methodologicaL or

have been nothing less than essential to producing this vol-

substantive (i.e., present new theory or data on a question or

ume. Truly, without her determined efforts, the journal you

topic). Manuscripts that report multiple studies using multi-

are now reading would not exist. The AMCAP Journal and

ple methods are most welcome, although it is recognized that

its Editor are deeply indebted to this remarkable and dedi-

such reports are not always possible. If quantitative data are

cated professional.

included, the sample should be representative of an identifi-

I sincerely hope you enjoy this "25th Anniversary" issue of
the AMCAP Journal.

able population or chosen for its relevance to the question or

1)

Carlfred B. Broderick PhD (1932-1999), prominent professor at The University of Southern California, served as AMCAP President
1982-83. He was also President of the National Council on Family Relations, editor of the Journal of Marriage & the Family, and President of
the Cerritos California Stake. One of the most frequently cited authors in the field of Marriage & Family Therapy, he is remembered
not only for his significant academic contributions, but especially for his delightful sense of humor and strong spiritual commitment.
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NUMBER I

1998

A COMPILATION OF STATEMENTS BY PREVIOUS AM CAP EDITORS

The AMCAP Journal first appeared in 1975, the same year AMCAP was established as an organization.
For this special 25th Anniversary Edition, statements by those who have previously served as editors of the
AMCAP Journal have been gathered into this "editorial retrospective." The insights and reflections of these past
Editors, as published originally in their various editorials in the AMCAP Journal over the years, provide continuing inspiration and a clear sense of ongoing purpose, as we pass into the threshold of a new century.

- - - _ ... - - - - - - - _ .._ _ - - _ .. _ - •..

T

he purpose of AMCAP publications is to become a real-

---

__..._ _

._--_.

. - - -

of believers. As counselors and psychotherapists "whose

istic and mature voice to the members of the Church of

common bond is adherence to the principles of the Church

Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, to our respective profes-

ofJesus Christ of Latter-day Saints" we can strengthen each

sions, and to the world at large. We are going to show by

other in the Gospel as well in our professional lives. And we

example that AMCAP's members are also trusted and

can undoubtedly interest many of our non-members col-

respected members of the LOS Church ... the day is past that

leagues in seeking further information about the Church if

we as AMCAP members need lower our eyes, dig our toes in

we remember, as Neal A. Maxwell has reminded us, that:

the sand and apologize for our respective professions. The day

"We hold our citizenship in the Kingdom and take our

is also past when we as professionals need to apologize for our

passports into the professional world, rather than visa versa:'

religious values. Your AMCAP Board is convinced that our

(Maxwell,1976)

professions, the gospel of Jesus Christ, and our individual

... Let me assure you that AMCAP is a living, vital organi-

ethics are congruent ... We look forward to receiving materi-

zation and that we who have been elected or appointed to

als from you that will strengthen our members.

serve in the various positions will do all we can to make your
membership in this organization meaningful and worthwhile.

-Don Lankford, Editor
VoL 1 No.1 (1975)

- Henry L. Isaksen, President
VoL 2 No.1 (1976)

We are now well into the second year of our existence as
AMCAP ... We are making significant progress, I feeL on a

This publication features various presentations which were

stated purpose.

given at [the] convention of the Association of Mormon

Membership is growing as more and more members of the

Counselors & Psychotherapists. Included in the next

Church who are engaged in the counseling profession learn

AMCAP Journal will be additional convention presentations

more about AMCAP.

as well as articles submitted directly to the editor. Publishing

number

of fronts

related to

our

We anticipate that the challenge of integrating our pro-

of these convention presentations is not only because of their

fessional practice with the principles of the Gospel ... will

quality, but perhaps more importantly because of the spirit

be facilitated by our membership in AMCAP. Each of us

they convey. An opportunity to rub shoulders with profes-

undoubtedly belongs to several professional organizations;

sional colleagues and friends from sundry geographicalloca-

however, this one is different. This organization is made up

tions and employment who maintain and hold priceless their
5
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common spirituaL ethicaL professionaL and moral values is

Most of us are very busy people. There are so many

cherished by many. The intent of this issue is to help perpet-

demands upon our time that it is hard to find a quiet hour

uate that feeling and spirit well beyond the two days of meet-

or two in the day or even in the week for reading and con-

ings and workshops.

templation. And even if we can, there is so much to read! We
can't hope to read even a substantial portion of the best

- Henry 1. Isaksen, Editor
Vol. 5 No.1 (1979)

amount of literature that is available to us. We must, therefore, be highly selective and avoid wasting our time on read-

The editorial policy of the Association... is... very clearly

ing material that does not make a significant contribution to

and simply stated:

our lives, But, oh how rewarding and enjoyable it is to read

1) AMCAP will seek to publish articles that are distinc-

something that stretches our minds to new dimensions and

tively concerned with or related to LDS Counselors and

understanding! Or, that stirs up issues that we have neglect-

Psychotherapists that:
+

+

ed to face and provides us with solid nourishing food for

are authored by members of the Church and are not apt

thought. What a thrill it is to discover a new idea or to arrive

to be published elsewhere.

at a new synthesis of ideas already grasped but poorly organ-

have been published elsewhere but are of such distinctive

ized. It is Out desire to provide through the pages of the jour-

quality and importance as to warrant republication by

nal the kinds of articles that will enable you to have experi-

AMCAP.

ences like those referred to above. We want the journal to be

2) AMCAP will not publish materials which, in the opin-

at or near the top of your list of reading priorities. We want

ion of the editorial board, might be construed as questioning,

to insure that each hour you spend reading the journal is an

taking issue with, or contradicting established doctrine of the

hour well spent ... To those who have contributed to [the

Church ofJesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.

Journal's] growth and success we say; "Thank you:' To all
AMCAP members we say, "Get involved!" ... Let us hear

There are those who would prefer a more "liberal" policy, to
be sute ... [but] the challenge for us is to use the Journal in a

from you! Thank you.

positive and constructive way by publishing articles that are

- Henry 1. Isaksen, Editor
Vol. 7 No.2, 1 (1981)

helpfuL inspiring, thought-provoking, informative, applicable, mind-stretching, and interesting ... We could meet those
goals with your help; without it we cannot.

It is with mixed feelings that I turn the editorship of the
AM CAP Journal over to my successor, Burton Kelly.

- Henry 1. Isaksen, Editor
Vol. 5 No.3 (1979)

Perhaps the first feeling is one of relief ...The second feeling is one of regret. Serving as an editor has been both frustrating and rewarding - but mostly rewarding ... How

The reintroduction of religious concepts and values into
psychosocial theory and practice is reaching the proportions

rewarding it is to observe the progress we have made as an

of a new movement. Documentation of this trend was pro-

association of professionals who share two of the most

vided in my AMCAP Journal article on "Psychotherapy and

important aspects of our lives: our work and our religious

Religious Values" (ApriL 1980). The present issue illus-

beliefs. We've come a long way! ... The precedent of having

trates, by means of reprints, the types of developments that

a General Authority and other Church officers address us in

are occurring ... This overview ... illustrates the substantive

our conventions, with permission to publish their remarks,

ways in which traditionaL secular conceptions of disorders

is well established. They willingly and enthusiastically

and their treatment are being challenged and replaced

accept our awards and our invitations to meet with address

by viewpoints more compatible with the gospel of Jesus

us. "We rely on you, trust you and have confidence in you,"

Christ. These developing viewpoints do not dismiss the

said Elder 1. Tom Perry. How wonderful! ... With that,

accumulating wisdom of professional inquiry, but they pro-

Burton, "it's all yours!" I have complete confidence that in

vide ways of reconstruing and integrating that wisdom

your hands the Journal will continue to improve and that it

within a traditional value structure and a spiritual image of

will become an even more significant factor in the growth of

human nature.

our profession and the Church.
- Henry 1. Isaksen, Editor
Vol. 7 No.4 (1981)

-Allen E. Bergin, Guest Editor
Vol. 6 No.4 (1980)
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We trust that you will enjoy and find profitable the rather

you believe have significant contributions to make to the

wide variety of articles presented in this issue. If you desire

Journal so that we may contact them. Thank you.

articles on specific topics or special issues devoted to given

- Burton C. Kelly, Editor

topics, please communicate your desires ... Again, we encour-

Vol. 11 No.1, 2 (1985)

age you to write and submit articles and to encourage others
I am most pleased to conclude my service as the Editor of

that you believe have a message for AMCAP members to do
likewise ... If you have an idea that you would like to share,

the AMCAP Journal with this Index for all the previous issues

but believe that you cannot helpfully expand on it for a full

of the Journal. I hope ... you will not only be able to find any

article, please send it in as a research note, a practitioner's

article you may wish, but also will make much greater use of

idea, [or] a theoretical notion. We would be pleased to con-

past Journal issues and find them much more valuable to you.

sider publishing briefer comments. As always, please submit

I suggest that you take time now or soon ... to note the wealth

any suggestions you have for the improvement of the Journal.

of subjects discussed the past 11 years in the Journal. It has

Thank you.

been an enlightening experience for me to prepare these index-

- Burton C. Kelly, Editor

es and in the process to have my mind refreshed with the gems

Vol. 8 No.2 (1982)

in the Journal. [Editor's note: 25 Years of the Journal, complete with

searchable indexes, are now available in the AMCAP website, at
www.amcap.net] My special thanks to all of you who have
authored articles, to those who have reviewed articles, and to
those who have aided in the publication process. Of course,
without you we would not have been able to have a journal,
especially of the quality that it is ... May our Journal continue
to go forward to new and greater heights. God be with each of
you who contribute to the growth and developments of the
AMCAP Journal and to our AMCAP organization. With
Love and Respect,

We would like to hear from more of you ... Put your pen
to the paper, as well as your shoulder to the wheel. We very
much need you to share your ideas, experiences, research
findings, and theoretical views. Please take the time to share
... Yes, it would be all right to be overwhelmed with
responses. We believe our stress management programs will
allow us to deal with a flood of articles ... The quality of the
Journal is primarily dependent on you - for submission of
scholarly, sound, and stimulating articles and suggestions ...
Deluge us with your articles and suggestions ... Put those

- Burton C. Kelly, Editor

good ideas [and] research into writing, and/ or dig out those

Vol. 13 No.2 (1987)

hidden manuscripts of yesterdays and send them in .. , We
would be happy to consider "notes from the field" and "theo-

Here is the first issue of the AMCAP Journal developed by

retical notions" as well as more formal and extensive articles

the new editorial staff. We are excited about the articles and

... Thank you!

are sure you will find them alternatively inspiring, interesting
or useful .,. I have gained tremendous respect for the work

-Burton C. Kelly, Editor

done previously by Burton Kelly ... Burton has added to the

Vol. 8 No.3, 4 (1982), Vol. 9 No.1, 3 (1983)

quality of the Journal so much. It has been a lot of good sense;
We are most excited, and trust that you will be too, with

hard, and sometimes unacknowledged volunteer work; and

the changes in this AMCAP Journal. In addition to the

patience. We really owe him a debt of gratitude for his years

design, format, and content changes, you will notice a much-

of service, and for his contribution to the"professionalization"

expanded editorial staff ... We trust that the "new" Journal

of the Journal ... As always, we invite your submission of

will not only have a significantly different look, but be more

manuscripts and enlist your encouragement of manuscripts

inclusive and helpful to each of us ... Again, we invite you to

from others.

submit any manuscripts you have written, or may write. We

-Paul F. Cook, Editor

accept theoretical, research, or practice-clinical manuscripts.

Vol. 14 No.1 (1988)

Also, if you read any published articles that you think may be
especially valued by our readers, please send us a copy ... so

This issue of the Journal is unique. We have tried to collect

that we may consider reprinting them. Further, please

all of the talks given to our organization by general officers of

encourage your colleagues to write and submit their manu-

the Church ... We hope that putting them all together will be

scripts, or if you prefer, send us the name(s) of those whom

helpful in establishing common themes and guidance to us
7
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both as an organization as well as professionals in the helping

articles are always of great interest. In closing, I wish to say

vocations. In preparing this issue, I wrote to each of the authors

that I am pleased to have the opportunity to serve in the

telling them what we were planning, giving them an opportu-

AMCAP organization as journal editor. I will do my best to

nity to revise or withdraw. They have all been most gracious in

maintain and improve the quality of the AMCAP JournaL

their responses, and I have to say that this correspondence has

As always, we welcome your manuscripts and comments at

been one of the most enjoyable tasks I have undertaken as edi-

any time.

tor. I am very delighted with the result and I think you will be

- P. Scott Richards, Editor

also. [Editor's note: This "General Authority" edition of the Journal,

Vol. 18 No.1 (1992)

like other editions, is available in the 25 Year electronic archive of the
AMCAP Journal, at www.amcap.net ]

I would like to thank those who have contributed to this
special issue of the AMCAP journal ... The topic of homo-

- Paul F. Cook, Editor
Vol. 15 No.2 (1990)
Vol. 16 No.1 (1990)

sexuality is controversiaL I am sure we will not please everyone with the contents of this issue. Some will probably say,"It
isn't balanced enough. You only present one perspective:'

This marks the last editorial I will write for the journal ...

Perhaps this is true, but my response is, "The professional lit-

I have enjoyed being editor of the JournaL It has brought me

erature is not balanced. Only one perspective gets published

into more intimate contact with many of you, and I have rel-

- the gay-affirmative one. Someone needs to present alterna-

ished the intellectual and spiritual stimulation of your

tive perspectives:'The gay-affirmative or gay-activist perspec-

thoughtful pieces. I have always had the sense that I was

tive so dominates the professional literature right now that it

involved in something very fine and that we were being of

is very difficult for therapists to consider alternative view-

service to many people. I have been impressed with the

points and treatments for homosexual people. I believe,

appeal our journal has to people - both within and without

therefore, that this special issue of the AMCAP journal on

our profession ... I have endeavored to upgrade the profes-

Reparative Therapy makes a needed and legitimate contribu-

sionalism of the journal during my stay ... The journal is

tion to the professional literature. It provides open-minded

now a bona fide refereed journaL and more influential than a

therapists an alternative to the gay-affirmative therapy modeL

regional journaL with an acceptance rate of about 50 percent.

I hope that this issue proves to be a resource for such thera-

We distribute over 600 copies, and we have over 50 interna-

pists and for their "non-gay" homosexual clients who seek

tional addresses. The journal is now in several university

assistance in controlling and overcoming their unwanted

libraries ... We have a great new editor in Scott Richards,

homosexual tendencies. [Editor's note: copies of this special edition

and I am sure you will be happy with what he produces for

of the Journal are still available from the AMCAP office; and the electronic edition is included in the archive at www.amcap.net]

the organization.

... Finally, I am pleased to report that the number of submis-

- Paul F. Cook, Editor
VoL 17 No.1 (1990)

sions to the journal seems to be on the increase ... Please
keep the manuscripts coming!

I would like to express appreciation to the contributors to

- P. Scott Richards, Editor

this issue of the JournaL Thank you for sharing with us your

VoL 19 No.1 (1993)

scholarly and creative work ... I again wish to encourage all
AMCAP members to submit their scholarly work which is

I wish to emphasize again that we welcome a variety of dif-

relevant to LOS professionals for consideration of publica-

ferent types of contributions to the AMCAP JournaL

tion in the AMCAP JournaL As an editorial board we plan to

Traditional empirical research studies are, of course, always

work with authors as much as possible to encourage publica-

welcome, but so, for example are other types of contributions,

tion by a broader spectrum of AMCAP members. Case

such as case studies, qualitative studies, and theoretical and

reports and applied articles where techniques and strategies

position papers. The common requirement for all types of con-

you have found helpful in working with various types of LOS

tributions to the journal is that they address concerns and

clients are welcomed. Position (or opinion) papers on topics

themes relevant to LOS counselors and psychotherapists ... I

and issues relevant to the AMCAP membership are also wel-

want to mention that we have been vety pleased with the feed-

comed. Traditional data-based research reports and review

back we have received about the FalL 1993, special edition of
8
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the Journal which addressed the Reparative treatment of

all AMCAP members ... In fUture issues of the journal we

homosexuality. Feedback has been overwhelmingly positive
from church leaders, AMCAP members, and many non-LOS

hope to develop ways to include more of you. By including
more of you, we hope to better serve as a point of integration

helping professionals. We have also received much positive

between science and practice ... We hope [to] involve a broad-

feedback from LOS people who struggle with homosexual

er base of the membership in the journal ... [and hope] that

issues and from their families. We printed twice as many copies
than normal of this issue of the Journal, but the first printing

the journal will continue to serve as a resource of scholarly
writing on a wide variety of topics relevant to both the academic and clinical work of AMCAP members.

is now sold out. We are currently exploring the possibility of
doing a second printing of it ... As an Editorial Board, we do in

-Aaron P.Jackson, Editor
Vol. 22 No.1 (1996)

fact wish to have other special issues of the Journal devoted to
certain topics .,. We would welcome ideas and suggestions

The roots of the AMCAP Journal have been efforts to (1)

from the AMCAP membership regarding special issue topics
and help in identifYing potential authors who might be willing
to contribute to special issues of the Journal.

integrate and apply psychological and spiritual principles and
(2) explore, analyze and if possible synthesize the philosophical underpinnings of the gospel ofJesus Chrisr and psychol-

- P. Scott Richards, Editor
Vol. 20 No.1 (1994)

ogy. This issue provides some fruit of the continuing efforts
of scholars in both of these areas ... By diversifying the ways
in which we share our scholarly products we can involve more
of the AMCAP membership both as authors and readers.

Welcome to the latest edition of the AMCAP Journal. As
newly appointed editor I have approached my tasks with
much excitement and some trepidation ... As editor I hope to

-Aaron P.Jackson, Editor
Vol. 23 No.1 (1998)

continue to make the journal a forum of scholarly thought for
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